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Measurement-based quantum computation describes a scheme where entanglement of resource
states is utilized to simulate arbitrary quantum gates via local measurements. Recent works sug-
gest that symmetry-protected topologically non-trivial, short-ranged entangled states are promising
candidates for such a resource. Miller and Miyake [NPJ Quantum Information 2, 16036 (2016)]
recently constructed a particular Z2 ×Z2 ×Z2 symmetry-protected topological state on the Union-
Jack lattice and established its quantum computational universality. However, they suggested that
the same construction on the triangular lattice might not lead to a universal resource. Instead of
qubits, we generalize the construction to qudits and show that the resulting (d− 1) qudit nontrivial
Zd×Zd×Zd symmetry-protected topological states are universal on the triangular lattice, for d be-
ing a prime number greater than 2. The same construction also holds for other 3-colorable lattices,
including the Union-Jack lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Raussendorf and Briegel [1] described a one-way com-
putation scheme where the flow of quantum informa-
tion is driven by local projective measurements on some
suitable entangled state (also referred to as a resource
state). It is one-way in the sense that the entanglement
in the resource state is destroyed irreversibly as mea-
surements are carried out. Such a quantum computation
scheme is called measurement-based quantum computa-
tion (MBQC) [2–5]. A universal resource state is one on
which any gate, including the universal set, can be sim-
ulated by performing only local measurements. The first
proposed and most well studied universal resource state
is the cluster state, defined on a regular lattice,
|φ〉C =
∏
〈a,b〉
CZ(ab)
⊗
all sites i
|+〉i, (1)
where |+〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉), CZ ≡ |0〉〈0| ⊗ 1 + |1〉〈1| ⊗
Z is the controlled-Z gate, and 〈a, b〉 denotes an edge
connecting vertices a and b. This can be defined on any
graph, and is in general called a graph state.
However, the complete set of universal resource states
is not yet known, nor characterized. Ever since then,
there has been effort to find and characterize other uni-
versal resource states. For example, the list includes
cluster states on all regular lattices [6], certain tensor-
network states [7, 8], the TriCluster state [9], certain 2D
AKLT and AKLT-like states [10–15], as well as their de-
formation [16, 17]. It has been established that presence
of entanglement in the resource state is necessary for it
to be universal, but there is no conclusion on what the
general criterion to search for MBQC resource states [18–
20]. Recent works have suggested that certain phases of
matter may host computational capability, such as the
symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases [21–25],
whose ground states possess short-range entanglement.
The connection of SPT phases to MBQC was first dis-
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FIG. 1: Union-Jack state proposed in Ref. [26]. Mea-
suring the red qubits (marked by ‘a’) at centre of each
square results in a random graph state embedded in a
square lattice.
covered by Else et al. in 1D as a quantum wire for perfect
transmission of quantum information [27, 28], and subse-
quently strengthened for gate simulations in more gener-
ality [29–31]. For two dimensions, the universal quantum
computation was only found to be possible on certain
fixed-point SPT states [26, 32, 33], as well as certain de-
formation around fixed points [17].
Among the above examples, Miller and Miyake pro-
posed a state that possesses 2D SPT order and showed
that it is a universal resource for MBQC [26]. It is
named the Union-Jack state as it is defined on the struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1:
|φ〉UJ =
∏
〈a,b,c〉
CCZ(abc)
⊗
all sites i
|+〉i, (2)
where CCZ ≡ |0〉〈0|⊗1⊗1+ |1〉〈1|⊗CZ is the control-
control-Z gate and 〈a, b, c〉 denotes a triangle with ver-
tices a, b and c. The state has Z2 × Z2 × Z2 symmetry,
where each Z2 factor represents symmetry action (gen-
erated by spin flip) on all sites a, all sites b, or all sites
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(b) Three adjacent plaque-
ttes and the edges between
them for qubit case.
FIG. 2: Qubit triangular SPT state and demonstration
of how network structure is lost.
c, respectively. Their proof of universality involves mea-
suring the qubits at the center of each square (e.g. sites
a), which leads to a (random) graph state whose graph is
embedded in a square lattice, with the edges being occu-
pied or not depending on the neighboring measurement
outcomes. A similar state can be constructed with the
same definition on the triangular lattice, given in Fig. 2a,
and will be referred to as the triangular SPT state, which
was also constructed by Yoshida in Ref. [34]. Following
Miller and Miyake, if we measure those qubits marked
in red, as shown in Fig. 2a, the resultant state will be-
come a random graph state on a honeycomb lattice. In
particular, as two of the three adjacent plaquettes at a
vertex junction will necessarily have the same outcome,
this implies that the edge between them experiences no
CZ action effectively. Thus, around each vertex there
can be either two edges or no edge, and therefore we
cannot obtain the network structure needed for universal
MBQC, indicating that the qubit triangular SPT state
may not be universal. In contrast, the measurements
on the Union-Jack lattice result in random graphs on a
square lattice and there can be zero, two or four edges
occupied around a vertex, which turns out to be sufficient
for the universality [26].
In this paper, we consider qudit SPT states on triangu-
lar lattices, defined in Eq. 3 below (and other 3-colorable
lattices, including the Union Jack), and aim to explore
their quantum computational universality. Continuing
the reasoning above, for the physical entity being a qubit,
there is only one kind of domain wall, i.e. between 0 and
1. If we use qudit, whose Hilbert space has dimensional-
ity d ≥ 3, there are more than one kind of domain walls.
In the qudit triangular state, measuring all the qudits
marked in red would lead us to some random graph-like
state (with each edge representing CZ raised to some
power; see Eq. (13)) embedded in the honeycomb lat-
tice. As we shall prove in Secs. III, the universality of
qudit graph-like states depends on their graphical perco-
lation property, in the same way as the qubit case [12, 35].
From the percolation perspective, we can intuitively see
why the larger d will help. At each junction depending on
measurement outcomes on the qudits located at the three
nearest hexagons, there are three scenarios: (i) no edge is
occupied, as all three measurement outcomes are equal,
and this occurs with probability 1/d2; (ii) two edges are
occupied with probability 3(d− 1)/d2, when only two of
the measurement outcomes are the same; (iii) three edges
are occupied with probability (d− 1)(d− 2)/d2, when all
three outcomes are distinct. From this the average prob-
ability of one edge being present is 1 − 1/d. For d = 2
this is 0.5, below the edge percolation threshold of hon-
eycomb lattice [36]; for d ≥ 3 it is above the threshold,
and approaches to unity as d increases. This simple es-
timate therefore motivates us to study qudit triangular
SPT state. But we remark that the use of the percolation
threshold is only a crude estimate, as edge occupation is
correlated and not independent of other edges. Numeri-
cal simulations will be needed to ascertain the percolation
property; see Figs. 5 and 9 below.
As shown in Sec. III, our proof of universality for qu-
dit SPT states relies on their reduction to qudit graph-
like states. Here we make a distinction between graph
states and graph-like states: for the former, each edge in
the graph represents uniformly the action of a CZ gate,
whereas for the latter, each edge can have different pow-
ers of the CZ gate, i.e. CZr, where r is edge depen-
dent. We also make similar distinction between cluster
states and cluster-like states. To show qudit graph-like
states are universal we need to establish graphical rules
of how the graphs transform as some qudits are mea-
sured in the qudit Pauli bases and use them to reduce
the graph-like states to cluster-like states (i.e. the latter
graphs are regular lattices, such as the square lattice).
Such rules have been studied in both the qubit case and
the qudit case (see Refs. [37, 38]). We will give simple
derivation for those rules that are needed for the reduc-
tion in Sec. III C. After the chain of reduction, we need
to show that cluster-like states are indeed universal for
quantum computation. The qudit cluster state (where
the edges represent uniformly the qudit CZ gate) on the
square lattice was shown by Zhou et al. [39] to be uni-
versal, by generalizing the qubit cluster-state formalism
by Raussendorf, Browne and Briegel [2]. By further gen-
eralizing these results [2, 39], we can show that qudit
cluster-like states are indeed universal. Although our
proof only works for d being prime, we do expect that
they are universal for all d.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the construction of qudit triangular
SPT states. The discussion of their symmetry proper-
ties is relegated to Appendices A and B. It applies to
lattices or graphs that are 3-colorable. In Sec. III we
discuss the procedure we use to establish quantum com-
putational universality of qudit SPT states. This section
contains important ingredients, discussed above, includ-
ing (i) the reduction, via local measurements, of qudit
SPT states to qudit graph-like states; (ii) numerical re-
sults that confirm the required percolation properties of
the random graphs; (iii) the reduction of qudit graph-like
states to qudit cluster-like states; (iv) proof that cluster-
3like states are universal. The details for (iii) are elabo-
rated in Appendix C and the those for (iv) are described
in Appendix D. In Sec. IV we summarize our results and
discuss a few unresolved issues and possible future work.
II. QUDIT TRIANGULAR SPT STATE
From now on we will be dealing with qudits only, and
modulo d arithmetic is used in most cases where d is
the dimension of Hilbert space for a single qudit. For
convenience we will define $ ≡ exp (2pii/d), and denote
the computational basis by {|k〉} with k = 0, ..., d − 1.
We summarize some definitions for qudits in Table I.
Unless stated otherwise, the summation over states is
always from 0 to d − 1. Measuring in the basis de-
fined by unitary U ∈ U(d) means measuring in the basis
{U |k〉}, k = 0, ..., d − 1. The state of interest is defined
on a triangular lattice (see Fig. 3a). For it to possess
symmetry similar to the qubit Union-Jack state, we need
to modify the entangling operation in the definition for
the qudit case. With one qudit at each site in the state
|+〉 ≡∑d−1j=0 |j〉/√d, we entangle the three qudits on the
vertices of each upward triangle by CCZk gate, and those
on each downward triangle by CCZ†k gate. We thus ar-
rive at states [34]
|φk〉T =
∏
M(a,b,c)
CCZk(abc)
∏
O(d,e,f)
CCZ†k(def)
⊗
site i
|+〉i, (3)
where M (a, b, c) and O(d, e, f) denote the upward and
downward triangles, respectively. The qudit CCZ gate is
defined as
CCZ ≡
d−1∑
m=0
|m〉〈m| ⊗ CZm, (4)
and the qudit CZ gate is defined as
CZ ≡
d−1∑
m=0
|m〉〈m| ⊗ Zm =
∑
m,q
$mq|m, q〉〈m, q|. (5)
The index k can take value from 1 to d− 1 and denotes
certain nontrivial SPT classes and our treatment for uni-
versality holds for all k 6= 0 mod d cases. To see the
symmetry group Zd × Zd × Zd, we refer to the example
in Fig. 3b. Two adjacent triangles are necessarily one
upward and one downward. Without loss of generality
we examine sites a. Neglecting all the rest of the state,
this part shown in the figure has wavefunction:
|ψ〉 = CCZk(a1bc)CCZ†k(a2bc) . . . |+〉(a1bca2) . . . , (6)
where . . . indicates other part of the state which can have
entanglement with qudits a1, b, c and a2. We make use
of the following equation:
CCZ†k(abc)XaCCZ
k
(abc) = CZ
k
(bc)Xa (7)
CCZk(abc)XaCCZ
†k
(abc) = CZ
†k
(bc)Xa. (8)
Operating Xa1 ⊗Xa2 on the state therefore gives:
Xa1Xa2 |ψ〉 = [CCZk(a1bc)CCZ†k(a2bc)]×
[CZk(bc)Xa1CZ
†k
(bc)Xa2 ] . . . |+〉(a1bca2) . . .
= [CCZk(a1bc)CCZ
†k
(a2bc)
] . . . |+〉(a1bca2) . . .
= |ψ〉, (9)
where we have also used the fact X ≡∑d−1m=0 |m− 1〉〈m|
and thus X|+〉 = |+〉. If we extend the consideration to
all sites, we can label each site by one of the labels a, b, c
such that the three vertices of each triangle are labelled
by (a, b, c). From the discussion above we thus see that
acting Xm on all sites with the same label is a symmetry,
because each edge lies between an upward triangle and
a downward triangle. {Xm|m = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1} forms a
Zd group. As the CCZ gate is symmetric in the three
qudits involved, so the same symmetry holds for sublat-
tice of b or c as well. The construction of our states
follows the standard way of constructing SPT states in
Ref. [33, 41], and is a symmetry-protected topologically
non-trivial state. It can be defined on any 3-colorable
graph composed of triangles, including Union-Jack lat-
tice; the detail is described explicitly in Appendix A.
The nontrivial SPT order for these states can be under-
stood from the so-called decorated domain-wall (DDW)
picture [42], which we review in Appendix B. In fact,
the measurement of qudits marked red acts to freeze the
states of the domain spins. The qudits on the domain
walls therefore form Zd × Zd SPT states that decorate
the domains.
III. SHOWING UNIVERSALITY
Our goal is to test whether the qudit triangular SPT
state can serve as a universal resource for MBQC. Follow-
ing Ref. [26] we measure the red qudits in Fig. 3a, and
examples of the outcomes on three adjacent plaquettes
are shown in Figs. 3c & 3d. It is worth mentioning what
we mean when we say a measurement in a certain basis
produces an outcome a: after this measurement the mea-
sured qudit is projected onto the one basis state labelled
by a, where 0 ≤ a ≤ d− 1. The measurement on all do-
main spins results in a random graph-like state embedded
on the honeycomb lattice (for the triangular SPT state),
which holds regardless of the index k in Eq. 3 (as long as
k 6= 0). In order to show that the graph-like states are
universal for MBQC, we need to examine their graphical
properties. There have been works [10, 35] that identified
certain MBQC resource states by studying their perco-
lation properties. Here we follow the same idea, and list
the four steps in our approach.
1. Measure certain qudits on the triangular state in
the computational basis, such that the remain-
ing qudits form a honeycomb. Depending on the
4Object Definition
Fourier transform basis |+j〉 = 1√
d
∑d−1
k=0$
jk|k〉
|+〉 = |+0〉
Generalized Pauli operators Z =
∑d−1
k=0$
k|k〉〈k|
X =
∑d−1
k=0 |k − 1〉〈k|
Fourier gate F = 1√
d
∑d−1
j,k=0$
jk|j〉〈k| = ∑d−1k=0 |+k〉〈k|
(in d = 2 F is the Hadamard gate)
Control-Z CZ =
∑d−1
k=0 |k〉〈k| ⊗ Zk
=
∑d−1
k,l=0$
kl|k〉〈k| ⊗ |l〉〈l|
Generalized Control-Z CZq =
∑d−1
k=0 |k〉〈k| ⊗ Zqk
=
∑d−1
k,l=0$
qkl|k〉〈k| ⊗ |l〉〈l|
Control-Control-Z CCZ =
∑d−1
k=0 |k〉〈k| ⊗ CZk
=
∑d−1
k,l,m=0$
klm|k〉〈k| ⊗ |l〉〈l| ⊗ |m〉〈m|
Generalized Pauli group Pd = {$aXbZc|a, b, c ∈ Zd}
Mutually unbiased bases {|ak〉}d−1k=0 and {|bk〉}d−1k=0 if |〈ai|bj〉| = 1/
√
d for all i, j
TABLE I: Definitions for states and operators in the qudit case; see e.g. Ref. [40].
outcome, the remaining qudits can be either con-
nected to their neighbours by edges representing
CZq gates (where q can take value from 1 to d− 1
and can be different for different edges), or not con-
nected.
2. Percolation property of the random subgraphs of
the resulting honeycomb can be studied by numer-
ical simulation.
3. Show that the random graph-like state formed after
measurements can be converted by local measure-
ments to a cluster-like state (where CZ edges are
replaced by general CZq). If the idea in Ref. [12]
can be generalized to the qudit case, we will be
able to make the connection between universality
and percolation property of the graph.
4. The qudit cluster state where qudits are connected
by CZ gate is proved to be universal by Zhou et
al [39]; we need to show that the cluster-like states
with general CZq gates work as well. That is, all
possible 1-qudit gates and one imprimitive 2-qudit
gate can be realized on the cluster-like state.
A. Probability of measurement outcomes
From the definition of our triangular SPT state Eq. (3)
it is easy to see that all d possible outcomes appear with
the same probability 1d . Depending on the outcomes m1
and m2 for two adjacent measurements, the edge between
them results in a CZm1−m2 gate entangling the two qu-
dits on the ends of this edge, where m1/m2 together with
the two remaining qudits forms an upward/downward tri-
angle. It is clear that when m1 −m2 = 0 qudits on the
(a) Green (upward)/orange
(downward) triangles encir-
cle three qudits entangled
by CCZk/CCZ†k gate.
𝑎"
𝑎#
𝑏 𝑐
(b) The state used to
demonstrate the symmetry
action.
0
1
1
𝑐𝑧#𝑐𝑧
(c) Three adjacent plaque-
ttes for d = 3, where two
edges are present.
0
1
2
𝑐𝑧
𝑐𝑧 𝑐𝑧
(d) Three adjacent plaque-
ttes for d = 3, where three
edges are present.
FIG. 3: Qudit triangular SPT state and example result
after measurements. Note that the edges at the boundary
of (c) and (d) are just guide to the eye.
two ends will be disentangled. We can again use Fig. 3b
to demonstrate this. Using Eq. (6) we see that:
(a1〈m1|a2〈m2|)|ψ〉a1bca2 = (
1√
d
)4
∑
j,k
$(m1−m2)jk|j〉b|k〉c.
(10)
5The measurement hence projects the state to
CZm1−m2 |+〉b|+〉c.
B. Simulation results
We will first describe our simulation procedure, and
then present the numerical results on the percolation
properties of the random graphs resulting from local
measurements on all domain spins. We demonstrate
that the resulting graphs are in the percolated phase
(i.e. supercritical phase of percolation). This is further
confirmed by a stability analysis. Our simulation proce-
dure is given as follows, and illustrated in Fig. 4.
1. Generate random outcomes from {0, 1, ..., d−1} for
each plaquette.
2. Determine whether the edge is filled from criterion
a− b 6= 0 mod d.
3. Start filling the present edges; put them into exist-
ing trees if they are connected to previously filled
edges. [43].
4. Search for a path connecting left boundary to right
boundary, as well as one connecting top boundary
to bottom boundary.
5. Repeat the steps above and record the probability
for existence of both paths in Step 4, which we refer
to as the percolation probability.
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FIG. 4: A ‘percolated’ structure formed on a 5× 5 hon-
eycomb lattice, after obtaining random measured out-
comes for d = 3 on the plaquettes. Each filled edge is a
CZ or CZ2 gate.
In Fig. 5 we present our simulated percolation proba-
bility for four different values of d. It is clear that prob-
ability grows as system size increases, and approaches
1 faster for larger values of d. We restrict to prime d;
the reason will become clear later when we study qudit
cluster-like state. To see if this percolation is stable, we
delete all the edges independently with a fixed probabil-
ity p, and test the connectivity again. We found that the
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FIG. 5: Percolation probability as a function of linear
system size L for the honeycomb lattice (as a result of
measuring certain sites in the triangular lattice). The
turquoise (circled), black (crossed), red (plain) and blue
(dotted) lines represent different prime d. For each L
the probability is calculated from 10000 randomly gen-
erated measurement outcome patterns. The percolation
probability seems to approach unity exponentially fast in
L.
percolation probability drops from close to 1, to close to
0, at some finite deleting probability p, as shown in Fig. 6.
The transition becomes sharper as the system size grows.
The existence of a phase transition [35] shows that our
graphs are in the percolated phase, i.e. the supercritical
phase of percolation.
C. Reduction of random graph-like states to
cluster-like states
In Refs. [10, 12], to show universality of random qubit
graph states resulting from local generalized measure-
ments on AKLT state, the crucial criterion hinges on the
percolation property, and whether a graph is in the su-
percritical phase determines whether it can be converted
to a coarse-grained cluster state (see also Ref. [35]). Al-
though we have different random graph-like states, the
same idea should apply provided we can establish similar
rules for the qudit case. Let us first review the definitions
for qudit graph state and its variation graph-like state.
The qudit cluster state can be defined in a similar way as
the qubit cluster state in Eq. (1), with definitions for CZ
gate and |+〉 given in Table I. If instead of on a regular
lattice, the state is defined on a general graph with:
|φ〉G =
∏
〈a,b〉
CZ(ab)
⊗
all sites i
|+〉i, (11)
where 〈a, b〉 represents an edge in G connecting vertices
a, b, then it will be called a qudit graph state. Alterna-
tively, it can also be defined through the stabilizer oper-
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FIG. 6: Percolation probability as a function of proba-
bility of deleting each edge. The upper and lower figures
are the cases d = 3 and d = 5 respectively. On each fig-
ure different lines represent different linear system sizes
L. We used the histogram method mentioned in Ref. [43].
For each data point we generated 50 measurement out-
come patterns (random graphs) and for each pattern 50
instances of deleting occupied edges were averaged.
ator for all sites:
X†a
⊗
b∈Nb(a)
Zb|φ〉G = |φ〉G, (12)
where Nb(a) is the collection of neighbours of any site a.
Note that in this expression X† = X for qubit. The main
difference between the qubit and qudit cases is that the
operators X and Z are not Hermitian for qudit. Now we
introduce the graph-like state given by:
|φ〉Gl =
∏
〈a,b〉
CZ
r(a,b)
(ab)
⊗
all sites i
|+〉i, (13)
where for each edge 〈a, b〉 in graph G we assign an inte-
ger r(a,b) ∈ {1, ..., d − 1}. The corresponding stabilizer
definition is, for any site a,
X†a
⊗
b∈Nb(a)
Z
r(a,b)
b |φ〉Gl = |φ〉Gl, (14)
where sites a and b are connected with a CZr(a,b) gate. In
some previous studies the states we call graph-like states
L
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FIG. 7: Rules of manipulating the graph state by lo-
cal measurements. The diagrams to the left of the arrow
represent the states prior to measurements and the mea-
suring pattern, and the corresponding outcomes are on
the right.
were termed graph states [38, 44–46] but here we make a
distinction as remarked earlier. If the underlying graph
is a regular lattice, we call the state a qudit cluster-like
state.
For the reduction to work, we first present three rules
of manipulating the graph-like state which are the qudit
counterparts of the rules in Ref. [12]. By making mea-
surements in some specific basis on qudits, we alter the
form of the graph-like state we obtain from the first step.
Note that the measurements will possibly introduce lo-
cal unitary transformation on the qudits surrounding the
measured ones. We are going to prove them explicitly for
the cases shown in Fig. 7. General consideration can be
found in Ref. [38] using the qudit stabilizer formalism.
The state prior to any measurement is:
|φ〉C =
∑
ja,jb,jc
|ja〉a|jb〉b|jc〉c|φL(ja)〉|φR(jc)〉$pjajb+qjbjc ,
(15)
where we use |φL(ja)〉 and |φR(jc)〉 to represent the states
to the left and right of the three qudits, and ignore the
overall normalization of |φ〉C . If we measure qudit b in
Z basis with outcome m, then we obtain, up to overall
normalization,
|φ〉(1)C =
∑
ja
$mpja |ja〉a|φL(ja)〉
∑
jc
$mqjc |jc〉c|φR(jc)〉
 .
(16)
7L RY
a b c
RL
a c
RL
a cb
Y
RL
a cb
m
d d
(a) Qubit case.
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a b c
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a c
𝐶𝑍(
RL
a c𝐶𝑍# 𝐶𝑍$b𝑍𝑋&𝐶𝑍)
RL
a cb
m 𝐶𝑍'&$)
d d
𝐶𝑍'&#)
(b) Qudit case.
FIG. 8: Situations where Y (in qubit case) and ZXk
(in qudit case) measurements are needed.
This is essentially removing qudit b from the state. If
we measure qudits a and b in X basis instead, obtaining
m and n respectively, then the result will be effectively
merging the left and right:
|φ〉(2)C =
1
d
∑
ja,jb,jc,k,l
〈k|ja〉a〈l|jb〉b|jc〉c|φL(ja)〉|φR(jc)〉×
$−mk−nl$pjajb+qjbjc
=
∑
ja,jc
∑
jb
1
d
$jb(pja+qjc−n)
×
$−mja |jc〉c|φL(ja)〉|φR(jc)〉
=
∑
jc
$−mh(jc)|jc〉c|φL(h(jc))〉|φR(jc)〉, (17)
where h(jc) = p
−1(n − qjc). Thus we prove the second
rule (rule b).
To see the third rule, where a and c are possibly en-
tangled, instead of Eq. (15), the initial state is given by:
|φ〉C =
∑
ja,jb,jc
|ja〉a|jb〉b|jc〉c|φL(ja)〉|φR(jc)〉$pjajb+qjbjc+rjajc ,
(18)
and we need to examine the result of measuring qudit b in
ZXk basis for k 6= 0 mod d. We will not derive explicitly
what the eigenstates of ZXk are, but use the result in
Ref. [40], which states that the eigenstate of ZXk with
eigenvalue $m is given by:
|ψmk 〉 =
1√
d
∑
l
$αl |l +m〉, (19)
where α’s are integers defined by:
αk+l + l = αl. (20)
Now suppose there is a gate CZr between qudits a and
c, and r can be 0 if there is actually no gate present. The
state after measurement on qudit b with outcome m in
ZXk basis is:
|φ〉(3)C =
1√
d
∑
ja,jc,l
|ja〉a|φL(ja)〉|jc〉c|φR(jc)〉×
$−αl+pja(l+m)+q(l+m)jc+rjajc . (21)
Let us define R = pja + qjc, and f(R) =
1√
d
∑
l$
−αl+lR
then we have:
1√
d
∑
l
$−αl+pja(l+m)+q(l+m)jc = $mRf(R). (22)
We can see from Eq. (20) that f(R) obeys the recursive
relation:
f(R) =
∑
l
$−αl+k−l+lR
= $−k(R−1)
∑
l+k
$−αl+k+(l+k)(R−1)
= $−k(R−1)f(R− 1). (23)
Therefore f(R) = $−
1
2kR(R−1)f(0) where f(0) is a con-
stant dependent on k. Rearranging the above expression,
we arrive at:
|φ〉(3)C =
∑
ja,jc
|ja〉a|φL(ja)〉|jc〉c|φR(jc)〉×
$rjajc$mR−
1
2kR(R−1)f(0)
=
∑
ja,jc
|ja〉a|φL(ja)〉|jc〉c|φR(jc)〉$(r−kpq)jajc×
$(m+
k
2 )pja− 12kp2j2a$(m+
k
2 )qjc− 12kq2j2c . (24)
This is effectively entangling qudits a and c by gate
CZr−kpq, additionally with local unitary transformations
Ua on a and Uc on c respectively, where
Ua =
∑
ja
$(m+
k
2 )pja− 12kp2j2a |ja〉〈ja| (25)
Uc =
∑
jc
$(m+
k
2 )qjc− 12kq2j2c |jc〉〈jc|. (26)
8If r = 0 we can choose k = −p−1q−1 such that a and
c are entangled by CZ, whereas if r 6= 0 we choose
k = rp−1q−1 such that a and c are disentangled. We
summarize the three rules in Table II.
We will now examine if this type of measurement can
be utilized to convert the random graph state to cluster-
like state. First let us review the qubit situation where Y
measurement is needed. There are two such situations,
which we illustrate in Fig. 8: (i) when we need to reduce
number of qubits on a segment by one; (ii) when there is
a junction as shown. In the qudit equivalent of the former
case, we have r = 0, so we can choose k = −p−1q−1 such
that the initially unentangled neighbours of the measured
qudit will become entangled. For the case of the qudit
junction, we choose k = rp−1q−1, and disentangle a and
c. Since initially a−d and c−d are unentangled, the result
is that they are now entangled by CZ−kps and CZ−kqs,
respectively. Therefore, with an appropriate choice of
basis ZXk all the necessary converting rules in the qubit
case also work in the qudit case. The reduction of qudit
graph-like states (whose graphs are percolated) therefore
follows the same procedure as that in Ref. [12], which we
summarize in Appendix C.
We would like to mention that more general graphic
rules for qubit measurement in X and Y bases, are
proved using a local unitary that gives local complemen-
tation [37]. This has been generalized to graphic rules for
qudit Clifford group operations in Ref. [38]. The rules we
proved above explicitly are special cases of such opera-
tions, but those are all we need for the reduction.
D. Qudit cluster-like states are universal
The qudit triangular SPT state after local measure-
ments on one third of qudits is randomly reduced to a
qudit graph-like state. We have done simulations showing
that for sufficiently large system size, any such random
graph is, with probability 1, in the supercritical phase
of percolation. Combining this and the qudit graphical
rules of qudit Pauli measurement allows us to reduce the
graph-like state to a qudit cluster-like state on a square
lattice. This section focuses on the last step in our ap-
proach, that is to show the qudit cluster-like state is
universal for MBQC. Brylinski and Brylinski [47] proved
the theorem that to simulate all possible gates, one only
needs to simulate all possible one-qudit gates and one im-
primitive two-qudit gate. A two-qudit gate is defined as
primitive if it maps any decomposable state to another
decomposable state. It is equivalent to saying a primitive
gate V = S ⊗ T or V = (S ⊗ T )P where S and T are
one-qudit gates, and P |xy〉 = |yx〉. Based on the afore-
mentioned theorem, both qubit cluster state and qudit
cluster state on the square lattice have been shown to be
universal resource states [2, 39, 40].
However, the final state that we reduce to by local
measurements from the qudit SPT state is not the qudit
cluster state, but the qudit cluster-like state, where the
CZ edges in the cluster state are replaced by general
CZq edges, where q can take different values at different
edges. Is the modified state still a universal resource?
Some special cases in one dimension have been studied
by Wang et al. [48]. First let us see how teleportation
can be realized on this state. Then we proceed with the
stabilizer approach in Ref. [2, 39], and show that their
gates can also be realized with modifications on this state,
provided that d is prime.
We follow the procedure described by Hall [40] with
slight modifications. Suppose we have two qudits en-
tangled with each other by CZq (1 ≤ q ≤ d − 1) (see
Fig. 22a) and the first one is prepared as some input
|in〉 = ∑k ak|k〉.
|φ〉 = CZq|in〉1|+〉2 =
∑
k
ak|k〉1|+qk〉2 (27)
Now it is useful to look at two other types of gates. One
is modified Fourier gate:
Fq =
d−1∑
k=0
|+qk〉〈k|, 1 ≤ q ≤ d− 1, (28)
and the other is:
Sq =
∑
k
|qk〉〈k|, 1 ≤ q ≤ d− 1. (29)
We see that for prime d, Sq is a permutation of the com-
putational basis for any q. When d is not prime, however,
Sq projects to a smaller Hilbert space for some values of
q. We also have Fq = FSq. We measure the first qudit in
the basis defined by F †q , which is equivalent to applying
Fq gate and then measuring in computational basis.
(Fq ⊗ 1)|φ〉 =
∑
k
ak|+qk〉1|+qk〉2
=
1√
d
∑
j,k
ak$
qjk|j〉1|+qk〉2
=
1√
d
∑
j
(1⊗XjFq)|j〉1
∑
k
ak|k〉2. (30)
We thus observe that when j is measured on the first
qudit, the second qudit will be left in the state XjFq|in〉.
If we wish to recover the input information, we need d to
be prime. In our discussion we would henceforth focus on
prime d only. Similar to the realization of identity gate
in Ref. [2], an identity up to some byproduct operators
can be constructed on a three-qudit cluster-like state.
Assuming the two edges are CZp and CZq respectively,
as shown in Fig. 22b, applying the procedure first with
basis defined by F †p (outcome m) and then with basis
defined by F †q (outcome n) gives us:
XnFqX
mFp|in〉 = XnZ†qmFqFp|in〉
= XnZ†qmSc|in〉, (31)
9State prior to
∑
ja,jb,jc
|ja〉a|jb〉b|jc〉c|φL(ja)〉|φR(jc)〉 |φ〉C =
∑
ja,jb,jc
|ja〉a|jb〉b|jc〉c|φL(ja)〉
measurement ×$pjajb+qjbjc ×|φR(jc)〉$pjajb+qjbjc+rjajc
Measured qudit b a and b b
Measurement basis Z X ZXk
State after
(∑
ja
$mpja |ja〉a|φL(ja)〉
) ∑
jc
|jc〉c|φL(h(jc))〉|φR(jc)〉 ∑ja,jc |ja〉a|φL(ja)〉|jc〉c|φR(jc)〉$(r−kpq)jajc
measurement ×
(∑
jc
$mqjc |jc〉c|φR(jc)〉
)
×$−mh(jc) ×$(m+ k2 )pja− 12 kp2j2a$(m+ k2 )qjc− 12 kq2j2c
Graphical rule Fig. 7a Fig. 7b Fig. 7c
TABLE II: Rules of different qudit measurements needed for coarse-graining.
where FqFp =
∑
k |jk〉〈k|, and jk is uniquely (in the case
of prime d) determined by qjk + pk = 0. In this case
we can find an integer c between 1 and d − 1 such that
qc + p = 0, which means that FqFp is a permutation of
computational basis Sc. If we include the permutations
as another type of byproduct operator, we have realized
identity. Similar gate constructions were also discussed
in Ref. [48].
Now we will show that the qudit cluster-like state is
universal from stabilizer approach. Our state satisfies
the eigenvalue equations Eq. (14). Our proof proceeds
in a way similar to that for the qudit cluster state [39].
First notice that our qudit cluster-like state state is:
|φ〉C = S
⊗
all sites s
|+〉s, (32)
and S is the product of all the entangling operations and
is itself unitary:
S =
∏
(a,b)∈Edges
CZ
q(a,b)
ab . (33)
On any site a we have X†a|+〉a = |+〉a, and therefore:
SX†aS
†|φ〉C = |φ〉C . (34)
Making use of the following identities,
CZqabX
†
a(CZ
q
ab)
† = X†a ⊗ Zqb (35)
CZqabX
†
b (CZ
q
ab)
† = Zqa ⊗X†b (36)
CZqabX
†
c (CZ
q
ab)
† = X†c , c 6= a, b, (37)
we obtain the result SX†aS
† = X†a
⊗
b∈Nb(a)
Z
q(a,b)
b . Notice
that in general an eigenvalue equation O|ψ〉 = λ|ψ〉 does
not imply O†|ψ〉 = λ∗|ψ〉. However Eq. (14) still holds
when the stabilizer is changed to its Hermitian conjugate,
because we have Xa|+〉a = |+〉a too.
Now we describe the computation scheme adopted in
Ref. [2, 39]: to simulate a gate g, we first remove the
unwanted qudits by measuring them in computational
basis, and obtain the graph containing input section CI ,
body section CM , and output section CO; input state is
prepared on CI ; we then measure the n qudits in CI in
X basis, and measure all the qudits in CM according to
a measurement pattern MCM , denoting all the outcomes
by {s}; the n qudits in CO will be in the input state after
gate operation U(g), subject to some byproduct opera-
tors. If we define projector P
{s}
M as the operator that
projects the qudits onto the states denoted by {s} in the
basis specified by M , the previous measuring process is
then equivalent to acting on all qudits in CI ∪ CM ∪ CO
with projectors P
{s}
MCI
P
{s}
MCM
.
Since we have replaced the CZ gates with general CZq
gates, we need an altered version of Theorem 1 in Ref. [2]
and Theorem 2 in Ref. [39]. Let us change the X and Z
operators to some powers of themselves, add the new type
of byproduct operator and prove the altered theorem.
Theorem. If the state |ψ〉C(g) = P {s}MCM |φ〉C(g) satisfies
the following 2n eigenvalue equations:
XpiCI ,i(UX
qi
i U
†)CO |ψ〉C(g) = $−λx,i |ψ〉C(g) (38)
Z†qiriCI ,i (UZ
piri
i U
†)CO |ψ〉C(g) = $−λz,i |ψ〉C(g), (39)
where λx,i, λz,i ∈ Zd, 1 ≤ pi, qi, ri ≤ d− 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
then the output state on CO will be:
|ψ(out)〉 = UUΣ|ψ(in)〉, (40)
where UΣ is given by:
UΣ =
n⊗
i=1
Z
−(sipi+λx,i)q−1i
i X
λz,ip
−1
i r
−1
i
i Sqip−1i ,i
. (41)
Technically UΣ is not the byproduct operator because
it is not in front of U |ψ(in)〉, but it is closely related.
The proof closely follows that in Ref. [2, 39] with slight
changes, so we present it in Appendix D 1. This theo-
rem can then be utilized in proving realization of specific
gates, which include a universal set of gates. In Ref. [39]
the authors give a collection of gates from which all one-
qudit gates can be realized. We claim that all these gates,
as well as an imprimitive two-qudit gate, can be simu-
lated on our cluster-like state in a similar way and prove
this in Appendix D 2. With this we have completed the
proof that our qudit triangular SPT states are universal
for MBQC if d is a prime that is greater than 2.
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FIG. 9: Percolation probability as a function of linear
system size for the square lattice (as a result of measuring
certain sites in the Union-Jack lattice). The turquoise
(circled), black (crossed), red (plain) and blue (dotted)
lines represent different prime d.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have considered qudit SPT states that are pro-
tected by Zd × Zd × Zd symmetry and shown that they
are universal for prime d > 3 on the triangular lattice.
Our approach extends to other 3-colorable lattices, in-
cluding the Union-Jack lattice, on which the qubit SPT
state by Miller and Miyake is universal. We have thus
performed analysis and simulations on the qudit Union-
Jack SPT states and find that they are also universal,
as expected. The simulation results for the percolation
study are shown in Fig. 9.
We summarize that our approach in establishing the
quantum computational universality for these qudit SPT
states consists of a few steps: (i) reduction, via local
measurements, of qudit SPT states to qudit graph-like
states; (ii) showing the resultant graphs are in super-
critical phase of percolation; (iii) reduction of these ran-
dom graph-like states to qudit cluster-like states; and (iv)
showing that qudit cluster-like states are universal. Step
(i) is consistent with the so-called decorated domain-wall
picture, as the graph-like states are characterized by non-
trivial Zd × Zd order (in terms of its second cohomology
group). Step (ii) turns the problem of deciding the uni-
versality to the problem of percolation, but it relies on
steps (iii) and (iv) to hold. Step (iii) has been previously
studied in the context of qubit graph states, and we have
generalized and shown it to hold in the qudit case as
well. Step (iv) was studied previously in qubit and qudit
graph states, but not for qudit graph-like states, where
each edge of the graph represents action of CZ gate to
some power (which is edge dependent). We show that
the universality also holds for qudit cluster-like states.
We note that the results regarding qudit graph-like
and cluster-like states are only proved for prime d, which
may only be an issue in technicality and in particular,
we have required the operator Sc be full-rank for c ∈
Zd. In Ref. [39] Zhou et al. showed that qudit cluster
state is a MBQC universal resource for general d. It is
thus interesting to extend our results to non-prime d,
by establishing that these qudit-like cluster states are
universal.
In Ref. [26] Miller and Miyake showed that the qubit
Union-Jack state is universal even if one restricts the
measurements to be in Pauli bases. It would be interest-
ing to construct gates explicitly on the qudit triangular
SPT states to see if whether they are also qudit Pauli uni-
versal. This may also shed light on the universality of the
non-prime d case. A more challenging question is to find
some way to extend these particular states to some family
of states [33], or even some entire 2D phases, as this has
been achieved in one-dimensional SPT phases [30, 31].
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Appendix A: SPT properties
In this section we will see that the triangular state is
a non-trivial SPT state. A standard procedure of con-
structing SPT states given by Ref. [33, 34, 41] is:
|φ〉SPT =
(∏
∆i
U(νD)
s(∆i)
)⊗
site j
∑
g∈G
|g〉j , (A1)
where we ignore some overall normalization. Here ∆i
is the i-th (D − 1)-simplex, and s(∆i) is defined such
that s(∆) = −s(∆′) for ∆ and ∆′ sharing one (D − 2)-
simplex. The symmetry group is G, and states on each
site are labelled by group elements g ∈ G. This gives a
representation of G: action of a group element h on state
|g〉 is Uh|g〉 = |hg〉. U(νD) is a gate formed by D-cocycle
acting on D qudits:
U(νD) =
∑
(g1,...,gD)∈GD
νD(1, g1, ...gD)|g1, ..., gD〉〈g1, ..., gD|,
(A2)
where νD(1, g1, ...gD) is a D-cocycle of G:
νD(1, g1, ...gD) ∈ ZD(G,U(1)). Starting from sym-
metry G = Zd × Zd × Zd, we will construct a non-trivial
SPT state |φ〉. First we have the triangular lattice,
and define s to be +1 for upward triangles and -1 for
downward triangles. More generally s is determined by
choosing the branching rules on the triangles [41]. If we
assign an arrow to each edge of the triangles such that
no complete loop is formed, then we have a branching
structure. Next we choose values of s for different
triangle orientations given by the arrows. We label three
sublattices a, b and c such that on each triangle we have
(a, b, c). We fix the rule that in any triangle, the vertex
labelled a will be attached to two outgoing edges; the
vertex labelled b will have one incoming edge and one
outgoing edge; the vertex labelled by c will have both
edges incoming. As in Fig. 10, we have two orientations,
either one surrounded by the other type. We can define
the counter-clockwise/clockwise orientation to have
phase +1/ − 1, which is the same rule as +1/ − 1 for
upward/downward triangles.
a b
cb a
+ +
-
c
-
FIG. 10: Branching structure. Upward triangles have
a counter-clockwise orientation and hence have s = 1.
Any triangle is next to three triangles of the opposite
orientation.
One group element in G can be labelled by
(g(1), g(2), g(3)) where g(n) ∈ Zd, which can then label
the state on a site. Note that the Hilbert space on each
site is enlarged from the physical d-dimensional to d3-
dimensional. Later we will show that our state with prod-
uct ancillas and this state in the enlarged Hilbert space
are in the same phase. Now we use a specific 3-cocycle:
ν3(1, ga, gb, gc) = ω3(ga, g
−1
a gb, g
−1
b gc) (A3)
ω3(g1, g2, g3) = $
kg
(1)
1 g
(2)
2 g
(3)
3 , (A4)
where k takes value from 0 to d− 1, the case k = 0 being
trivial.
The constructed state is:
|φk〉 =
 ∏
triangle i
$ˆsikg
(1)
ai
(gbi−gai )(2)(gci−gbi )(3)
⊗
site j
∑
gj∈G
|gj〉j ,
(A5)
where si = ±1 for upward/downward triangles, and
ai, bi, ci are vertices of triangle i. Let us examine the
phase given by an upward triangle:
M = $ˆkg(1)a (gb−ga)(2)(gc−gb)(3)
= $ˆkg
(1)
a g
(2)
b g
(3)
c $ˆk[−g
(1)
a g
(2)
b g
(3)
b −g(1)a g(2)a g(3)c +g(1)a g(2)a g
(3)
b ].
(A6)
By placingˆon $ we emphasize that it is an operator, for
which the group element g’s act diagonally on |gj〉, induc-
ing a phase factor. Similarly, on an adjacent downward
triangle that shares vertices a, b, the term is:
O = $ˆ−kg(1)a (gb−ga)(2)(gc′−gb)(3)
= $ˆ−kg
(1)
a g
(2)
b g
(3)
c′ $ˆ−k[−g
(1)
a g
(2)
b g
(3)
b −g(1)a g(2)a g
(3)
c′ +g
(1)
a g
(2)
a g
(3)
b ].
(A7)
When multiplying together, the terms ±k(−g(1)a g(2)b g(3)b +
g
(1)
a g
(2)
a g
(3)
b ) cancel. In the same way −kg(1)a g(2)a g(3)c can-
cels with the term from a downward triangle sharing ver-
tices a, c. We can do the same for the phase given by a
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downward triangle. Therefore, the state we get is:
|φk〉 =
 ∏
triangle i
$ˆ
sikg
(1)
ai
g
(2)
bi
g(3)ci
⊗
site j
∑
gj∈G
|gj〉j . (A8)
If we interpret the state |gj〉 on each site as formed by
three qudits, as in Fig. 11):
|gj〉j ≡ |g(1)j , g(2)j , g(3)j 〉j = |g(1)〉j,1|g(2)〉j,2|g(3)〉j,3, (A9)
then we see that the constructed state can be written as:
|φk〉 =
 ∏
triangle i
$ˆ
sikg
(1)
ai
g
(2)
bi
g(3)ci

 ⊗
site j∈a
∑
g
(1)
j ∈Zd
|g(1)j 〉j,1

×
 ⊗
site k∈b
∑
g
(2)
k ∈Zd
|g(2)k 〉k,2

 ⊗
site l∈c
∑
g
(3)
l ∈Zd
|g(3)l 〉l,3

× |+ ...+〉
= |φk〉T |+ ...+〉, (A10)
where we use j ∈ a to denote site j labelled by a. This
state has been considered and generalized to higher di-
mensions in Ref. [34]. Here the triangular SPT state |φ〉T
(as in Eq. (3)) is defined on the the collection of qudits
marked ‘(1)’ on sites labelled a, marked ‘(2)’ on sites la-
belled b and marked ‘(3)’ on sites labelled c. All the other
qudits are in the state:
|+ ...+〉 ≡
 ⊗
site j∈a
|+〉j,2|+〉j,3
( ⊗
site k∈b
|+〉k,1|+〉k,3
)
×
( ⊗
site l∈c
|+〉l,1|+〉l,2
)
. (A11)
|φ〉 is in a non-trivial topological phase protected by sym-
metry Zd×Zd×Zd. Here elements in each factor Zd act
on all sites simultaneously. Since |+...+〉 is a trivial prod-
uct state, our state |φ〉T and the constructed state |φ〉 fall
in the same phase. To give a physical understanding of
this construction, we discuss the decorated domain-wall
picture in the next section.
Appendix B: Decorated domain-wall SPTs
In this section we review the decorated domain-wall
(DDW) construction of SPT phases [42] and then use
this to demonstrate that our states have nontrivial SPT
order.
1. Overview
Consider a d dimensional bosonic system with a global
symmetry given by a unitary on-site representation of
1
2 3
1
2 3
1
2 3
b
c a
1
2 3
1
2 3
c
b
FIG. 11: Hilbert space of one qudit enlarged to contain
three qudits. The triangular SPT state is defined on the
blue ones (connected by lines), whereas the yellow qudits
are in the |+〉 state.
a group G. SPT phases classified by group cohomology
are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the
cohomology group Hd+1(G,U(1)). Let us now focus on
the case when the global symmetry can be written as a
direct-product form of two groups:
G ∼= Q×K. (B1)
The SPT phases for this symmetry group are still labeled
by the elements of the cohomology group
Hd+1(Q×K,U(1)). (B2)
We can now use the Ku¨nneth formula for group cohomol-
ogy [42] to expand Eq. (B2) as
Hd+1(Q×K,U(1)) ∼= Hd+1(Q,H0(K,U(1)))
× Hd(Q,H1(K,U(1)))
...
× H1(Q,Hd(K,U(1)))
× H0(Q,Hd+1(K,U(1))) (B3)
In other words, the SPT phases labeled by the elements
of the group Eq. (B2) and hence SPT phases protected
by G can be written in terms of a collection of d+2 group
elements of the smaller groups
α ∈ Hd+1(Q×K,U(1))
≡ {α0, α1, . . . , αd+1} (B4)
αk ∈ Hd+1−k(Q,Hk(K,U(1))). (B5)
Let us consider some special cases
• α = {α0, 1, 1, . . . , 1} : This class of SPT phases are
labeled by
α0 ∈ Hd+1(Q,H0(K,U(1))) ∼= Hd+1(Q,U(1)) (B6)
which are simply SPT phases protected by Q.
• α = {1, 1, . . . , 1, αd+1} : This class of SPT phases
are labeled by
αd+1 ∈ H0(Q,Hd+1(K,U(1))) ∼= Hd+1(K,U(1)) (B7)
which are simply SPT phases protected by K.
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FIG. 12: Single domain.
FIG. 13: Two intersecting domains.
FIG. 14: Three intersecting domains.
• α = {α0, 1, . . . , 1, αd+1} : This class of SPT phases
are obtained by layering an SPT phase protected
by Q with an SPT phase protected by K.
The simplest decorated domain wall SPT phase corre-
sponds to the case of α = {1, 1, 1, . . . , ϕ, 1}. This class of
SPT phases are labeled by
ϕ ∈ H1(Q,Hd(K,U(1))). (B8)
We will henceforth restrict our attention to these phases.
The authors of Ref. [42] provide a nice physical inter-
pretation of these phases in terms of domains of spins
that transform under a representation of Q decorated by
domain walls of d-1 dimensional SPT phases protected
K.
To understand this better, let us first look at the mean-
ing of H1(Q,Hd(K,U(1))). For the cases we are inter-
ested in i.e. when Q does not act on K, this is simply
the group of group homomorphisms,
ϕ : Q→ Hd(K,U(1)). (B9)
This means, that each ϕ ∈ H1(Q,Hd(K,U(1))) corre-
sponds to a unique group homomorphism Eq. (B9). Note
that the elements of the abelian group, Hd(K,U(1)) la-
bel the different d-1 dimensional SPT phases protected
byK. This is precisely the information the authors of [42]
use to construct ground state SPT wavefunction ampli-
tudes. For each basis state |q〉 associated to a domain
that transforms as a regular representation of Q, they
decorate the boundary using a lower dimensional K SPT
phase corresponding to the image of q under ϕ. In other
words, the boundary of a domain q is decorated by the
SPT phase ϕ(q) (see Fig. 12).
When two domains share a common boundary, the
SPT phase associated to the domain-wall can be un-
ambiguously fixed by specifying the orientation to the
domain wall. In other words, the domain-wall between
domains corresponding to qa and qb is decorated by the
SPT ϕ(qaq
−1
b ) = ϕ(qa) − ϕ(qb) (see Fig. 13). Further-
more, a triple intersection of domain-walls reflects the
group structure of the lower-dimensional SPT phases, la-
beled by Hd(K,U(1)), as shown in Fig. 14. The DDW
wavefunction can be viewed as a superposition of net-
works (specified by the domain spin configuration) of
lower-dimensional K-SPT phases. By measuring do-
main spins in the canonical basis of the regular repre-
sentation, we leave behind intersecting domain-walls of
lower-dimensional SPT phases, removing the superposi-
tion. We remark that this is the essence of the reduc-
tion from SPT states to graph-like states, considered in
Sec. III A. In the next section, we focus on the specific
case of our interest in 2 dimensions. We refer the reader
to Ref. [42] for more details on the general construction.
2. Constructing Z3d DDW SPT ground states
We now focus exclusively on a 2D DDW SPT phase
protected by G = Z3d with Q = Zd and K = Z
2
d,
where d is a prime number, and construct fixed-point
wavefunctions. The data that classifies DDW phases for
this group is H1(Zd, H2(Z2d, U(1))). We will find that
the non-trivial fixed-point wave functions we obtain us-
ing DDW picture in this section are precisely the ones
we have been studying for universal quantum compu-
tation, thereby proving that the latter ones are indeed
non-trivial SPT states.
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a. Z2d SPT phases in 1D.
First, let us look at the lower dimensional SPT phases
labeled by H2(Z2d, U(1)) that are used to decorate the
walls of the 2d domains. Once again, using the Ku¨nneth
formula, we find that
H2(Z2d, U(1)) ∼= H1(Zd, H1(Zd, U(1))) (B10)
and all other groups in the expansion are trivial. It is
a remarkable fact that all 1D SPT phases protected by
Z2d can themselves be represented as DDWs. Let us con-
struct the wave functions for these SPT phases which we
will later use to decorate 2D domains with. H1(Zd, U(1))
is the group of one dimensional irreps of Zd, labeled as
χα. Zd is a group of order d, isomorphic to integers under
addition modulo d:
Zd = {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}. (B11)
The irreps of Zd are generated using the dth roots of
unity:
χα(k) = e2piiαk/d, α, k = 1 . . . d. (B12)
The d one-dimensional irreps of Zd themselves also have
a Zd group structure:
χα(g)χβ(g) ∼= χα+β(g). (B13)
In other words, H1(Zd, U(1)) ∼= Zd. Furthermore,
H1(Zd, H1(Zd, U(1))) are the homomorphisms from Zd
to the irreps of Zd,
ξ : Zd → H1(Zd, U(1)), (B14)
which labels distinct ways of associating a Zd irrep to
each Zd element. There are d ways of doing this which
we will label by ξ0, . . . , ξd−1
ξs : m→ χms(k) = e2piimsk/d,
s,m, k = 0 . . . d− 1 (B15)
This means that there are d SPT phases (d − 1 non-
trivial ones) in 1D protected by Z2d. These SPT phases
themselves have a Zd structure and we shall label them
by s = 0, 1, . . . , d−1 and are specified by how we associate
Zd irreps to Zd domain walls.
To write fixed-point wave functions, let us consider a
1D lattice with domains (edges) and domain walls (ver-
tices) that both transform as d dimensional regular rep-
resentations of Zd as shown in Fig. 15, with orientations
of the domain wall specified by the arrows in the figure.
A non-trivial SPT wavefunction, |ψs〉 is obtained by op-
FIG. 15: 1D DDW state.
erating a trivial SPT wavefunction |ψ0〉 with a diagonal
operator Ws which cannot be written as a symmetric fi-
nite depth unitary quantum circuit.
|ψs〉 =Ws|ψ0〉, (B16)
|ψ0〉 =
edges∏
e=1
1√
d
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉e
vertices∏
v=1
1√
d
d−1∑
β=0
|β〉v, (B17)
Ws =
domains∏
e=1(l,r∈∂e)
d∑
α,β,γ=1
[χαs(β)]θ(l)[χαs(γ)]θ(r)
|α〉〈α|e|β〉〈β|l|γ〉〈γ|r. (B18)
Note that for each domain, we assign orientation to the
boundary of the domain as θ = ±1 if the arrow is pointing
towards or away from the center of the domain. An ex-
ample of the wave function amplitude is shown in Fig. 16.
We have colored domain qudits with black and domain
wall qudits with red. Note that we can rewrite Ws using
FIG. 16: A single domain of 1D DDW state.
a controlled two-qudit operator
Ws =
edges∏
e=1(l,r∈∂e)
[CZs]
θ(l)
el [CZ
s]θ(r)er ,
=
edges∏
e=1(l,r∈∂e)
[
[CZ]
θ(l)
el [CZ]
θ(r)
er
]s
, (B19)
CZab =
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉〈α|a
d−1∑
β=0
e2piiαβ/d|β〉〈β|b,
=
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉〈α|aZαb , (B20)
Z =
d−1∑
β=0
e2piiβ/d|β〉〈β|. (B21)
Note that, for Zd=2, we get the well-known one-
dimensional cluster state with this construction [42, 49].
b. Z3d DDW in 2D.
Let us now finally construct the Z3d DDW SPT states.
These are labeled by elements of H1(Zd, H2(Z2d, U(1))).
These are the homomorphisms of Zd to the group of d
1D Z2d SPT phases,
ϕ : Zd → H2(Z2d, U(1)). (B22)
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This is again formally the group of homomorphisms Zd →
Zd and hence, there are again d ways of doing this,
ϕk : s→ ks, k, s = 0, . . . , d− 1. (B23)
This means that there are d DDW SPT phases (d-1 non-
trivial ones) labeled k = 0, . . . , d− 1. Let us build fixed-
point wave functions for them. We work with a 2D triva-
lent lattice and place Zd regular representations on all
faces (domains) and vertices. We can also fix orientations
of all domain boundaries arbitrarily. Let us choose the
honeycomb lattice and the orientation shown in Fig. 17
to eventually match up with the state considered.
FIG. 17: 2D DDW state.
FIG. 18: Orientation rules for 1D domain walls.
The SPT wave function labeled by k = 0 . . . d − 1 is
obtained again by operating the trivial state with a diag-
onal operator Uk that cannot be written as a finite depth
Z3d symmetric circuit, where
|ψk〉 = Uk|ψ0〉, (B24)
|ψ0〉 =
faces∏
f=1
1√
d
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉f
vertices∏
v=1
1√
d
d−1∑
β=0
|β〉v, (B25)
Uk =
faces∏
f=1
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉〈α|fWϕk(α)∂f
=
faces∏
d=1
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉〈α|fWkα∂f
=
faces∏
d=1
[
d−1∑
α=0
|α〉〈α|fWα∂f
]k
, (B26)
andWs is as defined before. Note that the orientations, θ
in the 1D DDW that is required to specifyWs is inherited
from that of the orientation of the 2D domain walls by
assigning a consistent rule. We use a simple “towards
green =⇒ towards black” rule demonstrated in Fig. 18
Using the orientation in Fig. 17, and the rule specified
in Fig. 18, we can write Uk as follows using the three
qudit controlled operators:
Uk =
∏
4
CCZk
∏
O
CCZ−k, (B27)
CCZ =
d−1∑
i=0
|i〉〈i|CZi, (B28)
It is now clear that the states we constructed in Sec. II
are |ψk〉 = Uk|ψ0〉. The upper and lower triangles are
obtained by connecting ‘boundary’ vertices (black and
red dots) of hexagons to the centers.
Appendix C: Reduction of random graph
After measuring qudits marked red on the triangular
SPT state, as described in Sec. III A, we obtain different
random graph-like states depending on the measurement
outcomes. Their percolation properties were studied in
Sec. III B. Here we include several examples in Fig. 19,
which demonstrate that the network connection indeed
improves for larger values of d. Note that in the d = 2
case no junction of three edges is present and hence paths
connecting top and bottom and paths connecting left and
right cannot both exist.
Based on the rules we describe in Sec. III C, one is
able to convert a random planar graph state to a qudit
cluster-like state on a square lattice. The detailed con-
verting procedure is given in Ref. [12], and here we sum-
marize it for completeness. For a graph in the percolated
phase, we can always find a path connecting from top
to bottom and another connecting from left to right in a
l× l square with sufficiently large l. The number of such
paths is macroscopic [35]. Therefore, the network struc-
ture in Fig. 20a is present in our random graph state,
which we can obtain by measuring the other unwanted
qudits in Z basis. The ideal structure would be single
wires joint together with T-shaped junctions. However,
measuring the unwanted qudits cannot remove the exces-
sive entangling edges between the remaining qudits. Now
the following three step are taken to convert this net to
the qudit cluster-like state on a square lattice, illustrated
in Fig. 20.
1. Clean the unwanted edges.
This step converts structure in Fig. 20a to the
graph in Fig. 20b. The excessive edges are divided
into two types: at a junction and within a wire.
Junction is of some general T-shape but can have
extra edges attached to it. Wire is the chain of qu-
dits between two junctions. For each wire, we can
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
FIG. 19: Examples of connected structure for the random graph-like state generated after measurements. The top
figures are embedded in honeycomb after measuring triangular SPT state, for d = 2, 3, 5 respectively. The bottom
figures are embedded in square after measuring Union-Jack state.
start from left junction and move to the rightmost
neighbour one by one, each time measuring all qu-
dits between them in Z basis. For each junction,
to which three wires Wl (left), Wr (right) and Wc
(center) are attached, we label the excessive edges
between any two wires by Elr, Elc and Erc. We
then find the qudit in, for example Wc, that is the
furthest from junction and connected to an exces-
sive edge; and we measure the qudits between that
one and the junction in Z basis. This leads to three
types, each of which can be dealt with, illustrated
in Fig. 21.
2. Reduce each ring-shaped four-leg junction to one-
qudit crossing.
This takes Fig. 20b to Fig. 20c by merging one of
the four T-shaped junctions with the others one
by one. First we take junctions 1 and 4, which are
not nearest neighbours, and measure the qudits be-
tween them in Z basis. Then we measure the qudits
between junction 1 and 2 in Y (in our case ZXk)
basis until there is one left unmeasured. From this
the chain is shortened but the connection between
1 and 2 is maintained. Then we measure the qudit
in between them and qudit 2 in X basis, merging
1 and 2. Repeating this we can merge 1 and 3, 4.
The ring structure now becomes a four-leg crossing.
3. Shorten the distance between adjacent crossings.
By this we arrive at Fig. 20d. Similar to the last
step, the qudits between any two crossings can be
measured either in Y (in our case ZXk) basis or
X basis (where two adjacent ones are measured
together), until all qudits at crossing are nearest
neighbours to another four qudits at crossing. This
gives the square structure.
Note that in the whole process each edge could be any
one from the d − 1 possible entangling gates, and the
final product is a cluster-like state instead of the cluster
state. We remark that for our random graph embedded
in a honeycomb lattice, the first step can be omitted.
We can always select out the desired network structure
without excessive edges. Also we should emphasize that
even though measurements in ZXk basis and in Y basis
are slightly different, the two rules needed are still valid,
demonstrated in Fig. 8.
Appendix D: Qudit cluster-like states
1. Proof of the theorem
Following the proof in Ref. [2, 39], we first look
at the case where the input state is an eigenstate of
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(a) The network structure
obtained by finding a path
through in sufficiently large
regions.
1
4 2
3
A B
(b) The structure after re-
moving all excessive edges.
A B
(c) The structure after
merging the junctions on
each ring.
(d) The square structure we
need.
FIG. 20: The steps of converting a random graph state
to a cluster-like state on a square.
Z1, Z2, ..., Zn labelled by Z-measurement outcomes {t},
which can be written as:
|ψ(in)〉CI = (
√
d)nP
{t}
M ′CI
|+〉CI , (D1)
where the basis for preparation M ′CI = {Zi, i ∈ CI} dif-
fers from measurement basis MCI = {Xi, i ∈ CI}. Then
we have:(∏
i
|si〉
)
CI∪CM
|ψ(out)〉CO ∝ P {s}MCIP
{t}
M ′CI
|ψ〉C(g),
(D2)
where |(out)〉 is a normalized state. With P {s}MCIP
{t}
M ′CI
acting on both sides of Eqs. (38, 39), we get:
(UXqii U
†)CO |ψ˜(out)〉CO = $−pisi−λx,i |ψ(out)〉CO
(D3)
(UZpirii U
†)CO |ψ(out)〉CO = $qiriti−λz,i |ψ(out)〉CO ,
(D4)
where |ψ˜(out)〉 is the output resulting from a different
input state:
|ψ˜(in)〉 = X†pii |{t}〉, (D5)
i.e. |ψ˜(in)〉 is the input state specified by {t˜} = {. . . , ti +
pi, . . . }, all other elements the same as those in {t}.
P
{s}
MCI
P
{t}
M ′CI
|ψ〉C(g) is not zero as a consequence of X and
Z bases being mutually unbiased. We then need the com-
mutation relations between Sc and X,Z [40]:
ScX = X
cSc, ScZ = Z
c−1Sc. (D6)
Z Z
(a) Diagram of a wire. The
qudits that are to be mea-
sured in Z basis are marked.
(b) Wc is attached to only
one qudit on Wl ∪ Wr:
this junction is already T-
shaped.
ZX
k
(c) Wc is attached to two
adjacent qudits on Wl ∪
Wr. The one marked is to
be measured in ZXk basis
with chosen k, explained in
Sec. III C.
Z
(d) Wc is attached to at
least two qudits on Wl∪Wr,
with one or more qudit be-
tween the two that may be
attached to Wc: measure in
Z basis all the qudits be-
tween the two outmost con-
nections with Wc.
FIG. 21: Rules for removing excessive edges, where (b),
(c), (d) are the three types of junction with excessive
edges between Wl and Wr omitted.
We see that Eq. (D4) is an eigenvalue equation of op-
erator (UZpirii U
†), with eigenvalue $qiriti−λz,i . There
are n of these equations labelled by i. The solution is
therefore:
|ψ(out)〉 = eiδ(t)U
(⊗
i
X
λz,ip
−1
i r
−1
i
i Sqip−1i ,i
)
|ψ(in)〉,
(D7)
with eiδ(t) being an arbitrary phase factor which may
depend on {t}. Since {t} is not specified, this equation
applies to the input state defined by {t˜} as well:
|ψ˜(out)〉 = eiδ(t˜)U
(⊗
i
X
λz,ip
−1
i r
−1
i
i Sqip−1i ,i
)
|ψ˜(in)〉.
(D8)
Substituting Eqs. D7 and D8 into Eq. D3, we obtain:
eiδ(t˜) = eiδ(t)$−sipi−λx,i , (D9)
or equivalently,
δ(t˜)− δ(t) = 2pi
d
(−sipi − λx,i), (D10)
for {t˜} = {. . . , ti + pi, . . . }. We could get this phase
difference by adding Zi operator into the solution:
|ψ(out)〉 = eiδ′(t)UZ−(sipi+λx,i)q
−1
i
i ×(⊗
k
X
λz,kp
−1
k r
−1
k
k Sqkp−1k ,k
)
|ψ(in)〉, (D11)
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where δ′(t) now has no ti dependence. For each i from
1 to n, Eq. D10 holds so we can put in Zi operator for
each i. In the end we get:
|ψ(out)〉 = eiηU×(⊗
i
Z
−(sipi+λx,i)q−1i
i X
λz,ip
−1
i r
−1
i
i Sqip−1i ,i
)
|ψ(in)〉,
(D12)
where η does not depend on any of the ti’s. Therefore
we can define the unimportant global phase to be 1, and
prove the theorem. Alternatively, one can employ the
trick of considering another input state
n⊗
i=1
|+〉i and use
linearity to relate its phase of output state eiχ to the
phase eiη(t) of the output resulting from input labelled by
{t}. To satisfy this one obtain eiχ = 1dn
∑
t e
iη(t) [2, 39].
In the next section we are going to use this theorem and
realize various types of gates.
2. Realization of gates
Having established the theorem, we will see how it can
be utilized to prove realization of some gates. The goal is
to realize the complete collection of one-qudit gates, and
one imprimitive two-qudit gate. We then closely follow
the procedure in Ref. [39] and see how their measurement
patterns still hold in our case. In short, to simulate all
one-qudit gates we need to realize gates of the form:
Zα(m) =
∑
n
|n〉$α(n+mnd)〈n|, α ∈ R (D13)
Xα(m) =
∑
n
|+n〉$α(n+mnd)〈+n|, α ∈ R, (D14)
where m is a collection of d integers; and four types of
Clifford group elements. We merge their first type and
third type to one, and review the definitions below. The
first type is:
U (1n)ZU (1n)† = $−n(d−1)/2ZXn (D15)
U (1n)XU (1n)† = X. (D16)
With n = 1 it recovers the third type in Ref. [39]. The
second type is:
U (n1)ZU (n1)† = $−n(d−1)/2ZnX (D17)
U (n1)XU (n1)† = Z†. (D18)
The last one is:
WZW † = Z (D19)
WXW † = $−(d−1)/2ZX. (D20)
We will see that on a linear cluster-like state of five qudits
or six qudits these gates can be realized. We then give
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(a) Can realize teleportation.
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(c) Can realize Xα(m), and two types of Clifford group
elements.
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(d) Can realize one type of Clifford group elements.
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2
3
64
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(e) Can realize an imprimitive 2-qudit gate.
FIG. 22: Qudit cluster-like states that can realize var-
ious gates up to byproduct operators. Each edge is la-
belled with the gate that entangles the neighboring qu-
dits.
an example of an imprimitive two-qudit gate realized on
a six-qudit cluster-like state.
Let us first examine a cluster-like state of five qudits,
as shown in Fig. 22c. Eq. (14) holds for each of the five
sites:
X†1Z
q1
2 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D21)
Zq11 X
†
2Z
q2
3 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D22)
Zq22 X
†
3Z
q3
4 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D23)
Zq33 X
†
4Z
q4
5 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D24)
Zq44 X
†
5 |φ〉C = |φ〉C . (D25)
In order to achieve what appears on the left hand side
of Eqs. (38, 39), we construct some operators from these
stabilizers. As explained earlier, with stabilizers changed
to their Hermitian conjugates the eigenvalue equations
still hold. We then take Hermitian conjugate of some sta-
bilizers, raise them to certain powers, and combine them
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with some powers of other stabilizers. As a consequence,
Xq2q41 X
†q1q4
3 X
q1q3
5 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D26)
Z†q1q31 X
q3
2 X
†q2
4 Z
q2q4
5 |φ〉C = |φ〉C . (D27)
First we show that on this state we can simulate gates
Xα(m), Zα(m). We want to prove another eigenvalue
equation:
Z†β4 (m
′)Xα5 (m)|φ〉C = |φ〉C , (D28)
where β and m′ are uniquely determined by α and m for
given q4. We define some numbers before giving these
relations. For 1 ≤ q4 ≤ d − 1 there exists an integer
1 ≤ q−14 ≤ d − 1 which satisfies q−14 q4 = kd + 1, k ∈ Z.
For given q4, any 0 ≤ n ≤ d, we can find a unique n¯
between 0 and d such that
q4n = n¯mod d. (D29)
Now we have:
β =
α
q−14
(D30)
m′n = kn+ q
−1
4 (mn¯ +
n¯− q4n
d
). (D31)
First we notice that |φ〉C = E
5⊗
i=1
|+〉i where the entan-
gling operation is:
E = CZq112CZ
q2
23CZ
q3
34CZ
q4
45. (D32)
Therefore Eq. (D28) is equivalent to
(E†Z†β4 (m
′)Xα5 (m)E)
5⊗
i=1
|+〉i =
5⊗
i=1
|+〉i, (D33)
so we can prove this equation instead. Writing this ex-
plicitly and after some manipulation,
(CZq4†45 Z
†β
4 (m
′)Xα5 (m)CZ
q4
45)|+〉4 ⊗ |+〉5
=
1√
d
∑
n
|n〉4 ⊗ |+〉5 × ei 2pid [α(n¯+mn¯d)−β(n+mnd)],
(D34)
where n¯ is given by Eq. (D29). For the right hand side
to equal |+〉4 ⊗ |+〉5 we need:
α(n¯+mn¯d)− β(n+mnd) = 0. (D35)
We can check that Eqs. (D30, D31) satisfy this.
Eq. (D28) is then proved. Making use of it, combined
with Eqs. (D26, D27), we obtain the following:
Xq2q41 X
†q1q4
3 [X
α
5 (m)X
q1q3
5 X
†α
5 (m)]|φ〉C = |φ〉C (D36)
Z†q1q31 X
q3
2 [Z
†β
4 (m
′)X†q24 Z
β
4 (m
′)]×
[Xα5 (m)Z
q2q4
5 X
†α
5 (m)]|φ〉C = |φ〉C . (D37)
The theorem then tells us that this realizes the gate
Xα5 (m)UΣ. To find the byproduct operator, we see that
UΣ = Z
−(s1q2q4+s3)q−11 q−13 X(s2+s4)q
−1
2 q
−1
4 Sq1q3q−12 q
−1
4
.
(D38)
Since Xα(m) commutes with X, we only need to study
powers of Z and Sq1q3q−12 q
−1
4
. Note that:
Z|+j〉 = |+j+1〉 (D39)
Sc|+j〉 = |+jc−1〉. (D40)
Therefore ZzScX
α(m)S−1c Z
−z is also diagonal in X ba-
sis. We then define m(k) to be a collection of d in-
tegers where only non-zero element is m
(k)
k = mk, for
k = 0, ... d− 1. The following equation can be solved by
d real numbers labelled by αk:∏
k
Xαk(m(k)) = Z−(s1q2q4+s3)q
−1
1 q
−1
3 Sq1q3q−12 q
−1
4
×
Xα(m)S−1
q1q3q
−1
2 q
−1
4
Z(s1q2q4+s3)q
−1
1 q
−1
3 .
(D41)
The procedure to realize Xα(m) is as follows: mea-
sure qudit 1 in basis X1, qudit 2 in basis X
q3
2
and qudit 3 in basis X†q1q43 to obtain s1, s2 and
s3; solve Eq. (D41); measure qudit 4 in basis
[
∏
k Z
†βk
4 (m
′(k))X†q24
∏
k Z
βk
4 (m
′(k))], where βk and m′(k)
are related to αk and m
(k) by Eqs. (D30, D31). The final
result is:(∏
k
Xαk(m(k))
)
UΣ =
Z−(s1q2q4+s3)q
−1
1 q
−1
3 X(s2+s4)q
−1
2 q
−1
4 Sq1q3q−12 q
−1
4
Xα(m).
(D42)
It will be interesting to see how we can view this realiza-
tion from the perspective of teleportation. In Fig. 23 we
see that the measurement basis of the last step is deter-
mined by previous measurements.
1
2
3
4
5 𝑈𝑈"|𝑖𝑛⟩
|𝑖𝑛⟩|+⟩|+⟩|+⟩|+⟩
𝐶𝑍*+
𝐶𝑍*,
𝐶𝑍*-𝐶𝑍*.
𝑋
𝑋*-
𝑋*+*.0𝑍123 5 (𝑚′5)𝑋1*,0𝑍23(𝑚′5) 5
FIG. 23: View realization of gate Xα5 (m) from the per-
spective of teleportation.
The five-qudit cluster-like state also enables us to real-
ize the first and the last types of Clifford group elements.
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Starting from Eqs. (D26, D27), we can form some op-
erators by applying the operator in Eq. (D26) q−11 q
−1
3
times, the operator in Eq. (D27) q−12 q
−1
4 times, and the
stabilizer X†5Z
q4
4 n times.
X
q2q4q
−1
1 q
−1
3
1 X
†q4q−13
3 X5|φ〉C = |φ〉C
(D43)
Z
†q1q3q−12 q−14
1 X
q3q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 (Z
q4n
4 X
q−14
4 )
†(Z5Xn5 )|φ〉C = |φ〉C .
(D44)
From the theorem we can realize the first type by
measuring in the bases {X1, Xq3q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 , X
†q4q−13
3 ,
($−n(d−1)/2Zq4n4 X
q−14
4 )
†}. Denoting the outcomes by
{s1, s2, s3, s4}, we have:
UΣ = Z
−s1q2q4q−11 q−13 −s3Xs2+s4Sq1q3q−12 q−14 . (D45)
Commuting U (1n) through powers of Z and X, we see
that the only effects are change in exponents of Z and
X and a global phase. The non-trivial consequence
comes from commuting through Sq1q3q−12 q
−1
4
. We examine
U˜ (1n) = ScU
(1n)S−1c :
U˜ (1n)ZU˜ (1n)† = $nc(c−d)/2ZXnc
2
(D46)
U˜ (1n)XU˜ (1n)† = X, (D47)
where for simplicity we define:
c = q1q3q
−1
2 q
−1
4 . (D48)
By measuring in the bases {X1, Xq3q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 , X
†q4q−13
3 ,
($nc(c−d)/2Zq4nc
2
4 X
q−14
4 )
†} instead, we obtain the desired
form:
U˜ (1n)UΣ = $
ncz(cz−d)/2ZzXs2+s4+nc
2zScU
(1n), (D49)
where z = −s1q2q4q−11 q−13 − s3. Similarly, we can also
form the following two equations from Eqs. (D26, D27):
X
q2q4q
−1
1 q
−1
3
1 (Z
q3q
−1
4 c
−2
3 X
†q4q−13
3 )×
X
†q−14 c−2
4 (Z
c−2
5 X5)|φ〉C = |φ〉C (D50)
Z
†q1q3q−12 q−14
1 X
q3q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 X
†q−14
4 Z5|φ〉C = |φ〉C , (D51)
where c is defined in the same way as Eq. (D48).
Measuring in the bases {X1, Xq3q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 ,
($c
−1(d−c−1)/2Zq3q
−1
4 c
−2
3 X
†q4q−13
3 ), X
†q−14
4 } then al-
lows us to realize W˜UΣ, where W˜ = ScWS
−1
c . From
this we get byproduct operator:
W˜UΣ = $
c−2(s2+s4)(s2+s4−cd)/2×
Z−s1c
−1−s3+s2c−2Xs2+s4ScW. (D52)
For the second type, we need a linear cluster-like state
of six qudits, like in Fig. 22d. The stabilizer eigenvalue
equations are:
X†1Z
q1
2 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D53)
Zq11 X
†
2Z
q2
3 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D54)
Zq22 X
†
3Z
q3
4 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D55)
Zq33 X
†
4Z
q4
5 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D56)
Zq44 X
†
5Z
q5
6 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D57)
Zq55 X
†
6 |φ〉C = |φ〉C . (D58)
From them we get the following two equations:
X
q2q4q
−1
1 q
−1
3 q
−1
5
1 X
†q4q−13 q−15
3 X
q−15
5 Z
†
6 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D59)
Z
†q1q3q5q−12 q−14
1 X
q3q5q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 (Z
q4q
−1
5 ne
2
4 X
†q5q−14
4 )×
X
†q−15 ne2
5 (Z
ne2
6 X6)|φ〉C = |φ〉C , (D60)
where e = q1q3q5q
−1
2 q
−1
4 . This realizes U˜
(n1)UΣ where
U˜ (n1) is defined by:
U˜ (n1)ZU˜ (n1)† = $ne(e−d)/2Zne
2
X (D61)
U˜ (n1)XU˜ (n1)† = Z†. (D62)
If we measure in bases {X1, Xq3q5q
−1
2 q
−1
4
2 , X
†q4q−13 q−15
3 ,
($ne(d−e)/2Zq4q
−1
5 ne
2
4 X
†q5q−14
4 ), X
q−15
5 }. And we have
U˜ (n1)Se = Se−1U
(n1). Therefore, defining x = −s1e−1 −
s3 − s5 for simplicity,
U˜ (n1)UΣ = $
x( 12ne
2x−s2−s4)×
Zne
2xXxSe−1U
(n1). (D63)
Now Let us make use of the theorem again to show
realization of an imprimitive two-qudit gate. We look at
the six-qudit cluster-like state in Fig. 22e. Again, we give
the stabilizer eigenvalue equations first:
X†1Z
q1
3 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D64)
X†2Z
q2
4 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D65)
Zq11 X
†
3Z
q3
5 Z
q5
4 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D66)
Zq22 X
†
4Z
q4
6 Z
q5
3 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D67)
X†5Z
q3
3 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D68)
X†6Z
q4
4 |φ〉C = |φ〉C . (D69)
After some manipulation that involves finding inverse in
Zd we reach:
X
−q−11 q3
1 X5|φ〉C = |φ〉C (D70)
Z
†−q1q−13
1 X
†q−13
3 Z5X
q
6 |φ〉C = |φ〉C (D71)
X
−q−12 q4
2 X6|φ〉C = |φ〉C (D72)
Z
†−q2q−14
2 X
†q−14
4 Z6X
q
5 |φ〉C = |φ〉C , (D73)
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where q = q−13 q
−1
4 q5. Obtaining measurement outcomes
s3 and s4 on qudit 3 in the X
q−13
3 basis and qudit 4 in the
X
q−14
4 basis respectively, we find that the effect of gate U
is:
UX5U
† = X5 (D74)
UX6U
† = X6 (D75)
UZ5U
† = Z5X
q
6 (D76)
UZ6U
† = Z6X
q
5 . (D77)
It can then be verified that U is the equivalent of CZq
gate in the X basis: U˜(q) =
∑
j,k$
qjk|+j〉5〈+j | ⊗
|+k〉6〈+k|. By commuting UΣ through U˜(q) we find that:
U˜(q)Z
s1q
−1
1 q3
5 X
s3
5 S−q1q−13 ,5Z
s2q
−1
2 q4
6 X
s4
6 S−q2q−14 ,6
= Zz55 X
x5
5 S−q1q−13 ,5Z
z6
6 X
x6
6 S−q2q−14 ,6U˜(q
−1
1 q
−1
2 q5),
(D78)
where z5, x5, z6, x6 are integers that can be found ac-
cording to Eqs. D74-D77. The actual gate realized is
U˜(q−11 q
−1
2 q5), which is indeed imprimitive. Combining
all the one-qudit gates above, we can simulate any ar-
bitrary one-qudit gate. Together with the imprimitive
two-qudit gate, we are able to simulate any gate.
The entanglement structure to implement the univer-
sal gates can be cut from that on the square lattice, by
measuring certain sites in the Z basis. Therefore the qu-
dit cluster-like state on the square lattice or any other
regular lattices is universal.
